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Victorian Fashion Paper Dolls From Harper's Bazar, 1867 1898
(Dover Victorian Paper Dolls)
Cross-dressing entertainers of both genders include comedic performers such as Jerry
Lewis and Milton Berle, plus Barbra Streisand (Yentl), Dustin Hoffman (Tootsie), and
others. 17 dolls and 30 costumes. Mature content.
In full color: 7 female fashion dolls with 50 costumes from the pages of Godey's Lady's
Book. Includes little girl's clothes, ball gowns, hats, even a period bathing suit and
wedding gown.
Love triumphs in this paper doll collection filled with brides and grooms from beloved
fairy tales ? Cinderella, Thumbelina, Beauty and the Beast, and others. Includes 21 dolls
and 31 enchanting costumes.
6 dolls and 42 elegant costumes from the mid-Victorian era, among them velvet coats and a
cashmere jacket for the boys and fur-trimmed skating costumes and party frocks for the
girls.
Elegant Debutante Gowns of the 1800s Paper Dolls
Fairy Tale Weddings Paper Dolls
Fashion Paper Dolls from Godey's Lady's Book, 1840-1854
Victorian Fashion Paper Dolls Form Harper's Bazar, 1867-1898
Victorian Tea Time Paper Dolls
Two appealing, realistic dolls and 24 charming costumes — all based on actual dress of Victorian period.
Detailed, carefully researched apparel includes riding habit, rose-trimmed ballet costume, sailor suits,
ice skating outfits, clothes for attending a birthday party, more. Numerous accessories.
Among the best-loved books of all time, Louise May Alcott's Little Women has appealed to generations
of readers. This charming paper doll collection recreates all four of the genial title characters featured in
that literary classic. Here in full color are practical Meg, tomboyish Jo, gentle Beth, and curly-haired
Amy. The four dolls can be dressed in 16 different mid-Victorian outfits—all based on scenes from the
popular novel. Included are costumes for the celebrated Christmas play; practical daytime wear
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consisting of capes, shawls, aprons, and dresses; and a bridal dress trimmed with ruffles and lace for
Meg's wedding. A delight for collectors and paper doll fans of all ages, this wonderful collection will also
thrill readers who still have warm memories of Alcott's timeless tale.
Norma Lu Meehan, the talented paper doll artist whose specialty is historic costume has created a
unique book commemorating a collection of antique-like fashion dolls. The dolls were designed and
executed by John Burbidge, head bridal designer for Priscilla of Boston. He calls his exquisite little ladies
Les Petites Dames de Mode. They are housed in the Ventfort Hall Musuem in Lenox, MA. This new doublesized paper doll book is a labor of love by Norma Lu with 16 pages of outfits rendered so meticulously
that you can almost feel the luxurious fabrics and extravagant trims of the Victorian and Edwardian
eras. There are gorgeous ball gowns, smart daytime outfits, a wedding gown and a negligee, all
captured with exacting detail that will delight serious fashion historians and charm paper doll collectors.
Each outfit is annotated. Four Little Lady paper dolls represent the fashion epochs featured in Mr.
Burbidge's extraordinary collection of contemporary creations that are easily mistaken for genuine
antiques. This book is a must for fashion history enthusiasts.
2 dolls (boy and girl) and 29 costumes for gardening, a dinner party, formal dance, boating, tennis,
baseball, other activities. Rendered with period accuracy and precise detail.
Old-Fashioned Children Paper Dolls
Godey's Fashions Paper Dolls 1860-1879
Victorian Cat Family
Glamorous Fashions of the Gilded Age Paper Dolls
Little Ladies of Fashion Paper Dolls of the Victorian and Edwardian Eras
To a few people, she was Grace Kelly of Philadelphia. To her movie fans, she was a cool, dignified and glamorous leading lady, and to
countless others, she was the American girl who became a fairy-tale princess. Now, in this new paper doll collection, noted illustrator Tom
Tierney recreates over 30 memorable outfits worn by the actress in major rolls and events in her life. Sixteen full-color plates include four
dolls (three of Grace and one of Prince Rainier), while 32 skillfulkly rendered illustrations of costumes, gowns and outfits recall special
events - from a dress worn in her professional stage debut in 1949, to a Dior outfit worn at a party in her honor in 1982. Her film fans will be
pleased to find costumes from 11 film roles, including an appropriately prim dress she wore as Gary Cooper's Quaker bride in "High
Noon" (1952); an elegant evening ensemble from "Rear Window" (1954); the sumptuous evening dress worn in "To Catch a Thief" (1955);
and a graceful gown from "The Swan" (1956). Also included in this volume are the dress worn for the Academy Awards presentation at
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which she won her 1954 Oscar, and here royal wedding gown - made of 250 yards of antique heirloom lace. Two family groupings also
feature delightful portraits of the royal children. Paper doll enthusiasts will want to add this unique volume to their collection, while Grace
Kelly fans and movie buffs will treaure this colorful tribute to a talented actress and charming modern-day princess.
The many different nationalities that settled in colonial America formed a rich mosaic of European cultures: English, Dutch, French,
Spanish, and others. Tom Tierney offers 11 paper dolls that can display 21 outfits, including court gowns, capes, "playne" clothing, lacetrimmed dresses, Cavalier-styled hats, and other splendid European apparel.
These lovely mid-Victorian-era costumes have been faithfully rendered from the publication that was the "last word" on clothing styles of
the period, and include elegant evening dresses, bridal gowns, and daytime wear. Outfits are accompanied by hats and fanciful hair styles of
the period. 2 dolls on gatefold cover and 16 costume plates.
Stunning collectible features four dolls and more than two dozen richly detailed original outfits inspired by the House of Worth, the
preeminent designer of luxury clothing during the Gilded Age.
More Erté Fashion Paper Dolls in Full Color
Antique Fashion Paper Dolls of the 1890s
Life's a Drag! Paper Dolls
American Family of the Victorian Era Paper Dolls
Dress a pert miss in charming, authentic 19th-century fashions: pleated party dress, calico day dress, lace-trimmed day suit
with velvet jacket, several more. 1 doll, 8 full-color costume plates.
Dress this feline family of 4 dolls in a wardrobe of full-color Victorian fashions and send them on adventures to the park, to
the beach, to parties and more. 16 plates of color illustrations.
female dolls with 28 elegant high fashion costumes, printed in full color.
Two graceful, aristocratic, and gorgeously outfitted Southern belles from antebellum era, with lavish wardrobe of 12 finely
detailed costumes: dressing gown of vanilla silk, robe of lilac rose taffeta, more. Also 6 children, 3 men in period clothing.
Includes appropriate accessories.
Godey's Fashions
Newport Fashions of the Gilded Age Paper Dolls
Little Victorian Girl Paper Doll
Grace Kelly Paper Dolls in Full Color
Victorian Children Paper Dolls
Create an authentic fashion parade of Victorian styles with four dolls and 28 gorgeous costumes, including walking suits, carriage
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dresses, evening and seasonal attire, a bridal gown, and accessories. All costumes are historically accurate adaptations of
designs that appeared in Harper's Bazar, one of the 19th century's top fashion magazines.
Drawn from the paper doll collection of the Boston Children's Museum, this volume reproduces in full-color two historic cut-out
paper dolls and 30 authentic and exquisite costumes. The dolls and outfits were originally published in the Boston Herald's Sunday
supplements during 1895?96.
Detailed, accurate renderings of 2 dolls, 28 costumes — Queen Victoria's wedding gown, evening dress by Worth, Dolly Varden
walking suit, more.
From the Gilded Age comes a stylish wardrobe for a young couple that includes elegant evening wear, handsome daytime
clothing, and engaging period accessories. Two dolls, 16 costumes.
Victorian Vixens Paper Dolls
Early Victorian Costumes Paper Dolls
Creative Haven Victorian Gowns Coloring Book
Gibson Girl
Colonial Fashions Paper Dolls
Sixteen elegant costumes, adapted from the lovely fashion plates in early issues (1838-1858) of the highly popular and
influential 19th-century women's magazine, invite paper doll fans of all ages to dress two ladies in elegant apparel. An outdoor
ensemble trimmed in fur and a bridal gown of ruffles and lace are among the lavish outfits in this delightfully rendered
collection.
2 dolls and 24 costumes re-create the turn-of-the-century charm of the Gibson Girl. For doll collectors and fashion historians.
You are invited to take tea with the elegantly gowned grand paper doll ladies of the Victorian era. The formal ritual of afternoon
"high tea" lends itself to glorified gowns worn by the hostess and her guests. Each page in this fantastically detailed book
illustrates the dramatically changing silhouette of Queen Victoria's long reign from crinoline hoopskirts to bustles and on to lego-mutton sleeves. The lavish gowns are presented in splendid Tea Party period settings, gloriously illustrated by Sandra
Vanderpool, plus commentary by fashion expert David Wolfe.
Inspired by the elegant dresses showcased in Godey's Lady's Book, Harper's Bazar, Ladies' Home Journal, and other Victorianera magazines, these 31 ready-to-color illustrations depict the well-dressed woman of the late 1800s. Lace-edged necklines,
ruffled bodices, full skirts, extravagant bustles, and more period styles will inspire fashionistas and adult colorists alike. Pages
are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists,
Victorian Gowns and other Creative Haven adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic
fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
Godey's Early Victorian Fashions Paper Dolls
Victorian Debutante Paper Doll
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Paper Dolls in Full Color
Victorian Fashion-Paper Dolls from Harper's Bazar, 1867-1898
Victorian Fashion Paper Dolls from Harper's Bazar [sic], 1867-1898

Victorian Fashion Paper Dolls from Harper's Bazar [sic], 1867-1898Courier Corporation
Two dolls with 30 costumes model the aristocratic American styles worn by the Vanderbilts, Astors, Belmonts, and other patrician
ladies from the 1870s through the early 1900s. Notes.
Two dolls, each wearing a "dress improver," or bustle, are accompanied by a lavish wardrobe of 26 costumes, including a riding
outfit, walking dress, visiting gown for afternoon calls, a seaside promenade costume, elegant ball gowns, and a bridal outfit with a
sash of orange blossoms. A delightful treasure for paper doll fans and students of costume design and fashion history.
This handsome collection pays tribute to seven great Hollywood designers; the three mentioned in the subtitle plus Travis Banton,
Jean Louis, Irene, and Orry-Kelly. Two female figures (with separate attachable heads for each star) model exquisite gowns created
for Vivien Leigh (Gone with the Wind), Lana Turner (Ziegfield Girl), Marlene Dietrich (Shanghai Express), Bette Davis (Jezebel and
All About Eve), Rita Hayworth (Gilda), and Gloria Swanson (Sunset Boulevard), among others. Dover Original. 2 dolls and 30 fullcolor costumes on 16 plates.
Late Victorian Costumes Paper Dolls
Duke and Duchess of Windsor Fashion Paper Dolls in Full Color
Children's Fashions from Godey's Lady's Book Paper Dolls
30 Fashions by Adrian, Edith Head, Walter Plunkett and Others
Worth Fashion Review Paper Dolls
Meticulously accurate, detailed recreations of ceremonial attire, suits, gowns, casual wear, accessories, more, worn by famed
couple. 2 dolls, 14 costumes each. Captions.
Two debutantes are poised for their introduction to society. Dress them in 16 opulent gowns -- complete with crinolines,
corsets, bustles, and other period accessories -- for their "coming out" parties.
16 stylish costumes for a wealthy couple includes capes, cloaks, and two-piece suits for the gentleman; modest day dresses,
elegant-off-the-shoulder evening wear, and a lovely long-sleeved wedding gown for the lady.
Four alluring yet malevolent paper dolls come with a wardrobe of bustle gowns and stands depicting a graveyard and other
sinister settings. Inspired by the hit Showtime TV series Penny Dreadful, these dolls will appeal to those with an interest in
Victoriana and the related resurgence of Gothic horror fiction.
Little Women Paper Dolls
Victorian Sports Paper Dolls
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Great Costumes from Classic Movies Paper Dolls
Italian and Spanish Fashion Designers Paper Dolls
High Victorian Fashions Paper Dolls

Rendered by Tom Tierney. 2 dolls and 20 costumes scrupulously rendered from original designs by legendary couturier.
Gowns, capes, coats, sporting attire, theatrical costumes, more. Exotic inventive haute couture. Brief captions.
When we think of ladies of the Victorian era, our first thought doesn't go to sports. Yet women of the 19th century found
many ways to be active despite the restrictive clothing of the day. Full skirts were typically worn for riding, skating,
croquet, golf, tennis, hiking, fencing and archery. Bloomers aided in activities such as cycling, gymnastics and swimming.
Toward the end of the 20th century, women participated in team sports including field hockey, volleyball, baseball and
basketball.Artist and fashion historian Brenda Sneathen Mattox represents 14 Victorian sporting activities in a beautifully
illustrated wardrobe for two dolls. The well-researched costumes depict: Riding 1840s, Gymnastics 1850s, Croquet
1860s, Bathing 1860s, Skating 1870s, Hiking 1870s, Baseball 1880s, Tennis 1880s, Shooting 1880s, Fencing 1890s,
Archery 1890s, Cycling 1890s, Golf 1890s, Basketball 1890s.An essay on "The Victorian Sportswoman" by Lorna Currie
Thomopoulos adds to the collectibility of this historical fashion paper doll book.
Magnificent collection of 3 dolls and 18 gorgeous costumes by one of the Victorian era's premier couturiers and fashion
innovators. Wardrobes include elegant ball gowns, "visiting" outfits, more.
Superbly rendered illustrations, adapted from Godey's Lady's Book, a rare nineteenth-century fashion magazine, provide
authentic views of evolving Victorian modes of apparel — from lace-edged necklines and elongated bodices to fitted
bonnets and extravagant bustles. Thirty ready-to-color illustrations depict lavish dresses and gowns of velvet and
damask; smart riding outfits trimmed with braid and gilt; an elegant cashmere shawl, children's outfits; as well as hair
ornaments, footwear, and other accessories. A lovely collection that offers an authentic glimpse of what well-dressed
ladies and youngsters of the Victorian era were wearing, this is a must-have for coloring book fans, costume designers,
and cultural historians.
Fashions of the Old South
Great Fashion Designs of the Victorian Era Paper Dolls in Full Color
Thirty-one innovative leaders of haute couture are spotlighted in this collection of stylish ensembles
from Spain and Italy. Two dolls model the chic, witty, and elegant creations of Schiaparelli,
Balenciaga, Galliano, Adolfo, Armani, Missoni, Valentino, Versace, and 23 other leaders of the fashion
world. 2 dolls, 31 costumes.
2 dolls and an elegant wardrobe for the European Grand Tour. Costumes for dinner in Paris, ice skating
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in Bavaria, a Viennese masked ball, and more. 16 costumes.
generations of middle-class family display fashions, everyday attire of 1870s–1880s America. 7 fullcolor dolls with 36 full-color costumes.
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